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SERVICE AGREEMENT 

Wright Way Staffing, with its principal office located at 6501 Aaron Aronov Drive Fairfield, 

Alabama, 35064 (hereinafter “WRIGHT WAY” in this agreement) and 

_________________________________________________ with its principal office located at 

________________________________________ (hereinafter “CLIENT” in this agreement) agree 

to enter into a Labor Staffing Agreement (“Agreement”), in accordance with the following terms: 

 

1. DURATION OF AGREEMENT.  This agreement shall be as required beginning on the date it 

is fully executed.  

 

2. SCOPE OF SERVICES:  

 

(A) CLIENT has requested that we supply certain workers (called Assigned Workers in this 

agreement) to you on a temporary basis to supplement your own workforce. WRIGHT WAY 

will supply such workers to you (“Assigned Workers”) as you may from time to time request, 

with the skills and abilities you specify. Once supplied, these Assigned Workers will perform 

labor services under CLIENT’s exclusive direction, control, and supervision, at locations to be 

determined by CLIENT. WRIGHT WAY is not supplying persons to supervise or oversee the 

Assigned Workers or the performance of their work during their assignment, and do not 

insure or warrant the work performed by the Assigned Workers.   

 

(B) WRIGHT WAY will pay the wages of the Assigned Workers, maintain employer’s liability 

insurance coverage, withhold all income and Social Security taxes from their wages and pay 

worker’s compensation insurance premiums, state and federal unemployment insurance 

taxes and the employer’s share of Social Security taxes on their behalf and maintain worker’s 

compensation insurance coverage in an amount and under such terms as required by the 

State in which the work is performed. WRIGHT WAY will likewise ensure that Assigned 

Workers will have properly completed I-9’s and have facially valued documents confirming 

their identity and authorization to work in the United States.   

 

(C) WRIGHT WAY is not undertaking to provide CLIENT with a specific solution to a problem. 

Nor is WRIGHT WAY assuming CLIENT’S responsibilities under any construction contract. 

Rather, the Assigned Workers are provided to augment CLIENT’S existing capabilities to 
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perform professional services as CLIENT may direct.  Accordingly, WRIGHT WAY does not 

warrant or guarantee that the Assigned Workers will yield a contractual (or other specified) 

outcome. Nor is WRIGHT WAY liable for any injury, loss or damage to persons or property 

that may arise from the performance or non-performance by Assigned Workers.  

 

(D) CLIENT has the right to end the assignment of any Assigned Worker WRIGHT WAY sends 

to CLIENT at any time for any lawful reason. Furthermore, if you become dissatisfied with the 

performance of any of the Assigned Workers during the first 4 hours of their assignment to 

CLIENT, CLIENT may cancel their assignment by calling WRIGHT WAY within that time frame 

and telling WRIGHT WAY that CLIENT is dissatisfied. WRIGHT WAY will not bill CLIENT for the 

time spent by an Assigned Worker whose assignment has been ended in this way, and the 

return of the Assigned Worker at no cost to CLIENT is CLIENT’S exclusive remedy for the 

dissatisfaction.  However, if CLIENT KEEPS an Assigned Worker on assignment for more than 

4 hours, it is agreed that the Assigned Worker’s performance is deemed to be satisfactory 

and CLIENT will pay for entire bill for such Assigned Worker when it is rendered.  

 

3. CLIENT'S OBLIGATIONS.  

 

The CLIENT will pay the amount agreed upon in Schedule A for each assigned worker in this 

agreement (see ‘SCHEDULE A’, attached). Additionally, CLIENT agrees to the following terms: 

 

(A) CLIENT agrees to pay a two (2) hour show-up charge if CLIENT decides an Assigned Worker 

is not needed for a scheduled shift, unless CLIENT notifies WRIGHT WAY of this cancellation at 

least two (2) hours before the scheduled report time.  

 

(B) CLIENT agrees to pay for all hours worked by Assigned Workers and comply with all 

overtime and wage payment requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Davis-Bacon 

Act, and any applicable state wage and hour or prevailing wage law, as well as provide Assigned 

Workers any required rest and meal breaks.  

 

(C)  CLIENT agrees to provide Assigned Workers with a safe work environment that complies 

with all applicable Federal OSHA and/or equivalent state agency standards. CLIENT further 

agrees to provide Assigned Workers any site or task specific safety training, instruction, and 

personal protective equipment (PPE) required for their work assignment, exclusive of boots, 

hard hats and safety glasses, at no cost to the Assigned Worker.   
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(D) CLIENT agrees to also ensure Assigned Workers properly use all PPE and other required 

safety equipment.   

 

(E) CLIENT agrees to notify WRIGHT WAY promptly of any work-related injury sustained by an 

Assigned Worker or any accident or near miss involving an assigned worker, regardless of any 

resulting injury or need for medical treatment.  In such cases, CLIENT agrees to provide WRIGHT 

WAY a written report of the accident/medical treatment and allow a WRIGHT WAY Safety 

Representative to investigate the incident with CLIENT’s cooperation. 

 

4. BILLING, PAYMENT and TIME CARDS:  

 

(A) WRIGHT WAY will send CLIENT a weekly invoice for all hours worked by Assigned Worker’s 

in the previous work week. CLIENT agrees to pay WRIGHT WAY the billing rates per hour, 

multiplied by the number of hours worked by the Assigned Workers.   

 

(B) CLIENT agrees CLIENT is solely responsible for verifying the accuracy of the records of 

hours worked by Assigned Workers and to notify WRIGHT WAY immediately of any 

challenged time records or disputed invoice amounts.   

 

(C) WRIGHT WAY agrees that WRIGHT WAY shall have the right to unilaterally terminate the 

assignment of any Assigned Worker and refuse to supply additional Assigned Workers for 

non-payment of invoices by CLIENT. Client will pay WRIGHT WAY every ____ days from 

receipt of invoice. 

 

5. INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION: WRIGHT WAY agrees to provide General Liability 

Insurance coverage and Worker's Compensation for its Assigned Workers supplied by this 

Agreement. CLIENT and WRIGHT WAY agree to release, defend, indemnify and hold the other 

harmless from and against any and all claims, losses, liabilities and costs (including reasonable 

attorney’s fees) relating to any injury, loss or damage to persons, or to property arising out of any 

and all wrongful or negligent acts committed by each party or Assigned Workers under CLIENT’s 

supervision, direction and/or control. This indemnity extends to violations of federal, state or local 

laws, statutes or regulations by each party or Assigned Workers under CLIENT’s supervision, 

direction and/or control, to the extent permitted by law. The provisions of this clause are solely 

for the benefit of the parties hereto and are not intended to create or grant any rights to any other 

person or entity.  
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6. VEHICLE LIMIATION: CLIENT agrees that no Assigned Worker shall be permitted to operate 

any motorized vehicle for CLIENT off the job site premises unless agreed to in writing in advance 

by WRIGHT WAY. Likewise, Assigned Workers may only operate heavy equipment or any 

motorized vehicle on the job site if CLIENT first confirms their qualification and/or certification to 

operate the equipment or vehicle, and if necessary, provide any requisite training and instruction 

before allowing such operation. 

 

7. COMMENCEMENT OF SERVICE. It is expressly agreed and understood that CLIENT’s 

signature here-on in no way obligates CLIENT until such time CLIENT actually uses WRIGHT WAY’s 

Employees. 

 

8. GENERAL PROVISIONS: The failure of either you or us to enforce at any time, or from time 

to time any provision of this agreement shall not be construed as a waiver thereof.  This agreement 

may be amended only by a written agreement between you and us that expressly amends, 

terminates, or supersedes this agreement.  If any term or provision of this agreement shall be held 

illegal or unenforceable, the validity of the remaining portions or provisions of this agreement shall 

not be affected thereby.  This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between you and us, 

and no other understanding, including any Purchase Order that modifies the terms hereof shall be 

binding unless made in writing and signed by authorized representative of both you and us.  This 

agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the state of Alabama without 

reference to a choice of law principles. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have made and executed this agreement as of the day 

and year written below.   
 

 

CLIENT COMPANY  WRIGHT WAY STAFFING 

   

Signature  Signature 

   

Printed Name  Printed Name 

   

Title  Title 

   

Date  Date 
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Exhibit  A 

 

PRICING SCHEDULE FOR TEMPORARY WORKERS 

 

Client (Company Name): ___________________________________________________________  

Company Representative (Point of Contact): ___________________________________________ 

Telephone: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Job Title  

 

 

Description 

 Position’s 

  Pay Rate 

 (per hour) 

  Agency’s 

   Markup 

(per hour) 

  Agency’s 

   Bill Rate 

(per hour) 

     

     

     

     

     

 

CLIENT COMPANY  WRIGHT WAY STAFFING 

   

Signature  Signature 

   

Printed Name  Printed Name 

   

Title  Title 

   

Date  Date 
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SCHEDULE A  

(continued) 

 

BILL RATE WORKSHEET FOR DIRECT HIRE EMPLOYEES 

 

Client (Company Name): ___________________________________________________________  

Company Representative (Point of Contact): ___________________________________________ 

Telephone: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Job Title  

 

 

Description 

 

  

 Qty 

Position’s 

Yearly  

Salary 

Agency’s 

Markup 

(%) 

Agency’s 

Bill Rate 

(per hour) 

      

      

      

      

      

 

CLIENT COMPANY  WRIGHT WAY STAFFING 

   

Signature  Signature 

   

Printed Name  Printed Name 

   

Title  Title 

   

Date  Date 
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